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Focus karo bhaiya

The Focus
Building up a hybrid system to bring the campus 
community closer to and more engaged with Mood Indigo 
with the aim to smoothen communication and ensure 
documentation across the fest in all its workings. 



Focus karo bhaiya

Variables
Focus Variables: Transparency, Inclusivity, Trustworthiness


Measurements: Time wasted (Quantitative), Understanding 
(Qualitative),


Additional Variables: Channels, Frequency, Quality of 
communication









Primary Research
Baat-Cheet
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Baat-Cheet



Interviews were conducted to understand the connections 
with Mood Indigo on a personal level and understand the 
emotional and intangible aspects 


There was a sense of pride and ownership with regard to 
the festival across the campus community, even if they had 
not been part of the workforce


We categorized their statements to identify design insights 
and breakdowns while the user statements helped us 
grasp the more intangible features of the relationship.







Primary Research
Baat-Cheet
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Brand relationship theories, and digital and physical 
community engagements,


Increased customization and co-creation would be the way 
forward and focus on community building would be a must 
for any such brand. 










Zooming In
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Existing Relations
Zooming In

We listed all the stakeholders, specially on campus, and 
then listed the nature of their relationship,  associated 
issues as well as any possible preliminary solutions.


Each stakeholder had an opinion of MI and had something 
to contribute to MI as well as some takeaways


We identified and mapped major motivations and stances 
of different stakeholders to garner a holistic view of the 
community relations with Mood Indigo
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Existing Relations
Zooming In

The students stood to gain the most from MI since the 
events were mostly catered for them


They also had the most interaction with the fest as they 
were central to the festival’s workings


The relationship between the students and the festival was 
mostly positive 



Existing Relations
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Existing Relations
Zooming In

The roles of UG students demanded further mapping as 
they form the central workforce of the team\


Hence we mapped out their entire journeys with the festival 
to find any pain points and understand the festival from 
their eyes



Solutions Brainstorm
Kuch naya ho jaye
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We visualized a few preliminary ideas to increase 
community engagement.


A social media system to collect and document people’s 
stories with MI could be implemented in various parts of the 
festival using QR codes and NFCs


An integration with the virtual campus set up for MI 2020 
could easily work out as a platform for people to tell their 
personal stories as well as an MI museum across time for 
achievements




Preliminary Ideas
Kuch naya ho jaye



Future Steps
Picture abhi baaki hai mere dost

Mapping where our solutions would fit in and how they 
would impact the system at large 


Focussing on the digital system ideas and work towards 
pitching a realistic working system


Further understanding the various communication channels 
at play to come up with a holistic solution





Thank You
Looking Forward to your feedback!
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